
RCS-700
High Speed Note Recycler

Efficiency with large storage capacity 
Float and till management solution



Options: Integrated bar code reader, Biometrics
Software:  Fully integrates with the CashComplete™ network with back office administration and pickup service functionality, multi-currency support, and monitoring/reconciliation services.

Technical Specifications RCS-700
Software CashComplete™ On-Device

Counting Speed (Deposit/Dispense) 10 notes/second, up to 600 notes/minute  continuous feed

Recycling/Deposit Capacity 9,000 - 13,600 notes / 2,800 -  4,600 notes

Double Recycling Cassette Yes,  1,800 + 450 notes = 2,250 note capacity

Denominations Up to 8 denominations to be recycled (If using four Dual Recycling Cassettes)

Configurable Cassettes 1-4 cassettes with single or double compartments

Safe Rating UL 291 (CEN IV on request)

Size (WxDxH) without PC 21” x  37” x 42”  (53 x 93 x 105 cm)

Power and Frequency 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Continuous High-Speed Deposit (10 notes/second) 
Facilitates fast checkout by eliminating downtime while
waiting for batches to process 

Increased lifespan of 15M notes 
Reduces downtime and service costs

Superior Jam Prevention 
Combined with simplistic, horizontal note path
results in higher machine up-time

Customizable Cassette Configurations
Can be modified even after a machine is
deployed 

High Capacity (up to 16,400 Total Note
Capacity, 13,600 Total Recycling Capacity
Means minimal vault transactions, reduction in
CIT pickups, and reduced risk of running out
of the most commonly used denominations 

Cash is a Cross-Functional Challenge and CashComplete™ is the Solution
The future of cash demands that businesses arm themselves with efficiency against encroaching competition by scrutinizing every area of the enterprise where cost 
savings can be made, and operational efficiencies can be put in place. CashComplete™ Connect is the ultimate solution for superior financial and operational control of 
cash.  Gain visibility of all activities at the point of sale, back office, and throughout the auditing process with the CashComplete™ Connect platform.

Smart LED Machine Status Indicator 
Lets employees know the condition of the
machine

Built-in Drop Safe
With separate access 

Competitive Features




